
Why P3

The unique aspect of our business is the mindset of our employees: curious,
adventurous, and innovative.

P3 consultants take on early responsibilities with clients in management
consulting, diverse technology topics, and scalable IT solutions.

Make a project your project. Openness for new, innovative, and
unconventional approaches; short decision paths; respectful cooperation; and
fruitful synergies make us a diverse, unbeatable team and successful company
- worldwide.

Backend Engineer (Python, AWS) 

REF.NR. 3981

BRANCHE:  / LOCATIONS: CLUJ-NAPOCA (ROU)

Cosmina Bartos
HR ROMANIA

+40751110367
cosmina.bartos@p3-group.com

Join us at
p3-group.com/karriere

Benefits

Competitive working conditions /
Full time employment / Flexible
working schedule and possibility
to work from home / Personal and
professional career development,
and payed certifications / Private
health insurance / Innovative
projects with prestigious
international customers / Team
building activities to support team
oriented culture / Friendly team of
helpful colleagues where
knowledge sharing is everyday
routine / Coffee, Refreshments and
Fruits

WHAT YOU'LL DO
• Design, build, and operate services hosted in AWS.Work with our

Detection Automation, Data Science, Attack Detection teams to build,
deploy applications, data services, and data pipelines for meeting
customer needs.Design, code, and test applications, data services, and
data pipelines.Ensuring high quality and timely delivery.Implement
solutions and pipelines from product requirements.Familiar with the
challenges of architecting at scale.

WHO YOU ARE
• Are proficient in Python and AWS services. You are able to pick up other

systems quickly.Are familiar with distributed data stores, Snowflake,
Splunk, S3, as well as relational databases such as PostgreSQL and
MySQL.You have experience with cloud and know what it takes to
architect, deploy, and maintain such services.Knowledge of Docker,
AWS, Snowflake, Scripting, Linux, CI/CD, Database management is a
strong plus.Bachelor’s degree or higher and 2+ years of professional
experience as a back-end developer/engineer.You love to dig in,
prototype, build, test, and see projects through to productionPrompting
engineering skills; OpenAI/ChatGPT API, LangChain experience is nice
to have.

https://www.facebook.com/p3gruppe/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/p3/
https://www.instagram.com/p3.group/
https://www.p3-group.com/karriere
https://p3-group.com/karriere

